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Rdsumd. On 4tudie la dynamique de basse Ir4quence l14e £ la transition de phase du

deuxi+me ordre de l'oxalate d'ammonium deut4r4, par diJfusion coh4rente in41astique des neu-

trons. Cette transition est ferro41astique £ pTession atmosph4rique, et conduit £ une phase mc-

du14e h 5kbaT. Dans les deux cas, les exp4riences montTent que le m4chanisme de la tTansition

est le couplage entre les phonons TA qui se pTopagent suivant c* et sont polaTis6s suivant a

et un mode de r40rientations d'une famille d'ions ND(. Ces demiers sont coup16s pat des in-

teractions de type ANNNI qui d4pendent de la pTession. De foibles changements des valeuTs

des paTam+tres entTe les deux pTessions suflisent £ expliqueT des comportements statiques et

dynamiques diJf4rents.

Abstract. The low frequency dynamics Telated to the second older transition which takes

place in ammonium deuterated oxalate has been investigated by coherent inelastic neutron scat-

teTing. This tTansition leads to a feTToelastic phase at zero pressure and to an incommensuTate

phase at skbar. At both pressures, our experiments show that the coupling between a reorienta-

tion motion of one family of ND( ions and the TA phonons propagating along c* and polarized

along a drives the transition, the ND( being coupled through a pressuTe dependent ANNNI

model. Weak changes in the paTameteTs explain the changes with pressuTe of the stafiic and

dynamical properties of the transition.

1 Introduction.

This paper reports on the first inelastic neutron scattering expeTiments performed
on ammo-

nium deuteTium oxalate C204DND41 1/2D~O <in short AHOD). This crystal, as well as its non

deuterated analog, AHO, has been already studied by various techniques. X rays measurements

(*) U-A. 71.

(*) Laboratoire Commun CEA-CNRS.
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[1,2] revealed that in the room temperature phase, (phase I, space group Pmnb (D(() with

Z
=

8), the NH( ions form two distinct families, both located on the mirror planes, one of

these fanfilies being disordered. At zero pressure, AHO and AHOD undergo a second order,

equitranslational, transition which leads to a PI
~~

l (C(h) structure <phase In [3]. A Bril-
n

louin scattering experiment proved that the elastic constant C55 dramatically decreases in the

vicinity of this phase transition, indicating
a

ferroelastic character [4].
Raman scattering experiments [5,6] revealed, in the vicinity of this transition, the existence

of a central peak visible in the B2g <ac> geometry, the intensity of which increased while its

linewidth decreased close to the transition. These Brillouin and Raman experiments were

interpreted as the result of a strong coupling between the NH( ordering process, and the e5

shear deformation. Indeed, each disordered NH( ion has two possible orientations, symmetric
with respect to the mirror plane. These two orientations

can
be represented by the two values

of
a one half pseudopsin, and one of the linear combinations of the four pseudospins existing in

the unit cell generates a
spin variable with the B2g symmetry. This variable displays diffusive

dynamics, characterized by the relaxation mode detected in
our Raman experiments. This

mode should, by itself, freeze at a temperature To which, in AHO, turned out to be around

40 K. Nevertheless, this variable is linearly coupled to the e5 deformation, and this coupling is

strong enough to push the transition temperature up to Tc
=

146 K, temperature at which the

elastic constant goes to zero. These Raman experiments enabled one of us [5] to analyse the
NH( individual reorientational dynamics. It was found that this dynamics could be described

by a Markovian process, characterized by
a mean life time, T, in

a
given orientation, which, in

phase I, was simply governed by an Arrhenius process

T = To exP <Pi) (1)

Another set of Raman scattering experiments Were also performed under hydrostatic pressure

[5,7]. It showed that, below
a

critical temperature Tc
=

146 K, and above a critical pressure

Pc
=

2.6 kbar, the second order phase transition leads to a new phase, called phase III; by
decreasing further the temperature, at constant pressure, phase II was recovered through a

first order phase III phase II transition. The analysis of these experiments suggested [6] that

phase III could be incommensurate, characterized by
a wave vector qo which would depend

on

pressure but not on temperature.

This suggestion was confirmed by X ray [8] and elastic neutron experiments [9] : qo was found

to remain parallel to c* and to vary, for AHOD, from at most 0.06 c* at P
=

2.8 kbar to at least

0.24 c* at 8 kbar. From the combined analysis of the ultrasonic and Brillouin measurements

[4,10], and of the Raman data, it was proposed [7] that the phase I II transition below Pc, and

the phase I III transition above Pc could be driven by the same mechanism, namely
a strong

coupling between the pseudospin ordering and a local deformation: this deformation develops
coherently either as a

TA phonon propagating along c* and polarized along
a <P > Pc) or as

its q =
0 limit, I-e- an e5 deformation <for P < Pc>.

The present inelastic neutron experiments were undertaken in order to check the validity
of such a prediction. The dynamical consequences of

a
bilinear coupling between

a
phonon

system and a pseudospin system are known, from
a general point of view, since the pioneering

work of Yamada et al. [ll]. They showed that the same mechanism leads to two very different

situations close to the transition depending on the value of wphT where T is the individual

residence time defined above <Eq. <I» and wph is the bare frequency of the modulation which

will eventually freeze below the phase transition. Our Raman experiments suggested that both

above and below PC> an wphT < I situation would prevail. The present work shows that,
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indeed, the proposed mechanism drives the transition both below and above Pc, but that, at

least at 5 kbar, and quite presumably above this pressure, one
deals with an wphT ~t I regime.

The present paper is organized as follows: we briefly review, in section 2, the bilinear phonon-
pseudospin coupling theory to emphasize the shape of the phonon dynamical response function

in the two cases wphT < I and wphT > I, and the wave vector dependence of the linewidths

of this response function. Section 3 describes the form of the interaction energy between the

pseudospins that we have been using for analyzing our neutron data. In section 4, we give some

details
on

the experimental set up, and
on the method

we
have used to analyze the data in order

to extract parameters which should reproduce the principal features of the phonon response

function. These parameters are analyzed in section 5, first
on a qualitative basis, secondly

on a
quantitative one which shows a fairly reasonable agreement with the model developed in

sections 2 and 3. Finally section 6 summarizes our result, and compares the consequences of

the interaction energy of section 3 with that of an alternative model proposed to describe the

phase diagram of AHOD.

2. Description of the model.

In this section,
we

shall recall the principal properties of the dynamical model we are going to

use for the analysis of our neutron inelastic scattering data.

The structural data on
phases I and II of Kippers et al. [2,3] show that the oxalate ions

C204H~ lie in planes perpendicular to the crystallographic
c

axis, roughly located at z =

and z =
they form chains approximately parallel to the b axis, and strongly coupled in these

planes. The two fanfilies of NH( ions are located in the vicinity of the planes z =
0 and

z =
~,

and each NH( lie on one of the mirror planer at z = or z =

~. These ions act as

og-whe~s

4 4
between neighbouring C204H~ planes, and one must conclude from the various experiments

so far performed [4r9] that this cog-wheel motion can only take the form of a relative glide of

two neighbouring planes in a direction parallel to the a axis. Such a motion can be viewed
as

a sum
of transverse acoustic phonons, propagating along c* and polarized along a.

In view of the analysis of our experimental data, which have been collected on
phonons

propagating and polarized in the <010) plane, we shall describe here a
dynamical model valid

not only for the TA phonons propagating along c* and polarized along a, but for any pseudo
TA phonons propagating and polarized in this plane.

The corresponding phonon free energy is:

Fph = £W~<q>Q<q>Q<-q> <2>

where q is restricted to the <010> plane and Q<q) is the TA phonon normal coordinate. Due

to the special symmetry properties of the non symmorphic Pmnb space group [12], all the

representations
are

degenerate, in this plane, at the
zone

boundary,
so

that w2<q) can
fairly

well be represented, for all the wave vectors of interest by:

W~<q) =
v~ <4> q~ (3>

where
v <@ is the speed of sound in the q -

0 limit for q parallel to the unit vector (.
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The four equivalent sites on which the disordered NH( ions
are

located have coordinates

~~~~

~~~
'

~~'~~ ~~~
'

~~~ l' ~~

<4)

~~~ 4' ~ ~ ~~~ 4' ~ ~
2'

~~ ~
2

where q is close to and c « 1.
4

If at (I
=

1- 4> is the pseudospin variable which describes the NH( orientation disorder at

the site I of the L~~ cell of the crystal, at transforms, under the nfirror plane operation which

leaves that site invariant, as the A" (odd) representation of the site symmetry group. Let us

define ai(q>
as the Fourier transform of at

:

«i<q>
=

§
j«teio.~RL+t.1 <5)

tl
"

0, t2
" §> ~3 § ~~~ ~4

2

Let us furthermore define:

?a(q>
"

I?i<q) + ?2<ql + ?3<ql + ?4(q>I

?b(q>
"

I?i(q> + ?2<q> ?3(q> ?4(q>I

«c(q>
= I«i(q> «2(q> + «3(q> «4(q)1

~~~

«d(q>
=

I«i(q> «2(q> «3(q> + «4(q>1.

One easily verifies [12] that ad(q> transforms under the space group operations, as the B2g
representation for q =

0, as the T4 representation for q II c* and
as

the T3 representation for

q II a*, while aa<q> transforms for the same vectors, respectively as B3u> T4 and Tl Following

[7], the free energy related to the ad<q~ components of the pseudospins is, in the vicinity of

the phase transition:

FPS "

~ [kBT Jd(q'] ?d(q)?d(-q~ + higher order terms (8>

q

where kB is the Boltzman constant, and Jd(q> the interaction energy constant, the q depen-
dence of which will be discussed in section 3.

Finally, ad<q~ and the pseudo TA phonon with the
same q, belong to the same represen-

tation, and are thus bilinearly coupled, this coupling describing, in some sense, the cog-wheel
aspect of the problem. As Q<q~ represents, in the Fourier space, a

quasi-homogenous displace-
ment, the corresponding part ofthe free energy must be written as:

Fc
=

~ i (G <4>
?

.q) lQ(q)«d<-q) Q(-q)«d(q)1 (9)

where d is a
second rank tensor and 6((> is the displacement vector (normalized to unity>

associated with Q(q>; as
in the case of the pseudo TA phonon dispersion curve, one expects
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that the algebraic form of equation <9> holds up to the Brillouin
zone

boundary, I-e- that it

will not be necessary to introduce any other q dependence in d The total free energy is the

sum of equations <2>, <8> and <9> and the corresponding equations of motions for Q<q~ and

ad<q~ may be deduced from:

~j[
, =

w2q<q)
~

j[
, =

iw~k~T,~<q). <io>

In the high temperature phase I, we can, in the mean field approximation, neglect the higher
order terms of equation <8>, and we shall neglect any intrinsic phonon damping. The phonon

response function (Q(q, w)Q<q,w>*) is then given by

~~~~~~'~~~~ ~'
~~

~'~~~'~~~

(fi <4>
?

.q)
~

~~~'~

~~~~~ ~~

T~-

J~<q> iwTk~T

where n(w> is the usual Bose-Einstein factor.

In the following, ( will remain parallel either to a* or to c*. Then G ((> is the unit vector

of the (010> plane perpendicular to (, d is limited to its zz component, and one can write,
to simplify:

de £. d .I al- d .£. (12a>

Similarly, for these two propagation directions:

V
(I' % vn =

~~~
(12b>

P

where C55 is the elastic constant relative to the es shear deformation and p the mass density.
Finally, it is convenient to write:

Jd(q~
=

rBTd(q~. (12c>

Inserting equations (12a, b and c> into equation (11), and admitting, as will be the case,
that Td(q~ has its maximum for q = qo, where qo is along a symmetry axis of the <010) plane,
the transition temperature is given by:

~
~2

~°
kB <Tc T~<q»

"
°. <13>

The general shape of the response function <Eq. <lo> has been already discussed e-g- in

the original paper of Yamada et al. [ll]. It is nevertheless worth while recalling here the main

effects which
are

expected to appear in the present case which is characterized by two specific
aspects:

a> the pseudospins couple to an acoustic phonon, and qo may be equal to zero <P < Po
case>.

b> The coupling is very strong for, in the hydrogenated case, at P
=

0 kbar, the transition

temperature is increased from Tn ci 40 K to Tc
=

146 K, and the same orders of magnitude

are expected to be found here. I ~j~~ will thus be, in the whole temperature range, of the
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order of unity <always larger than
--

>
and it is convenient to rewrite equation <II> under the

2
form:

lQ<~>W)Q<~>W)~l
" <1 + ~<W))I~

j
~Z

<14~)

v~q2 w~
~ kBT (I ~$

iWT)

~~ ~ "~~~~~D(q,~,T,T~ ~~~~~

and to discuss the shape of the spectrum in two extreme cases.

a> q and T are
such that voqT « 1.

D<q, w, T, T> ~ (vi ~ j~
~~~

~~,j q~ ic#
j~

j)~~))
,jj~

q~ W~ (15>

D<q,w,T, T> represents, for each q, a phonon, the frequency of which decreases with temper-
ature, <and will, eventually go to zero for T

=
Tc and q = qn> while its linewidth, which is

the coefficient of iw, increases. <The denominator <T -Td<q~~~ decreases with T, while the

residence time
T increases enough, for TT to increase when lowering T>.

Furthermore, at each temperature, this linewidth varies
as

q2, as long as the vnqT < I

approximation remains valid, this damping remaining relatively modest <see b>

b~ VOQT » I

D(q,w,T, T) may now be approximated, in the vicinity of
w = voq, by

~~~'~''~ ~~
~~

kB IT
~Td(q~] ~vo~~~~ j

~~ i~~T ~'~ ~~~~~

which shows that the phonon frequency practically does not change from its high temperature
value, voq.,The phonon linewidth can thus be approximated by

d2
~~~"~~"l 2v]kBTT

~~~~'

indicating a q-independent linewidth which might decrease with decreasing temperature, and

is always much larger than the value obtained in a).
Nevertheless, in the vicinity of w =

0, wT « I and one must write:

~~ ~ ~ ~n ~,
~

~2 d~
i~

~~~B~~
q2 <17)

' ' ' ° kB IT Td<q)] [kB IT Td<q)]]~

This represents a Lorentzian central peak, the intensity of which diverges for q = qo, T
=

Tc,
while its width decreases <critical narrowing effect>.

In summary, through their coupling to the pseudospin diffusive dynamics, the phonons
always become damped <or acquire an extra damping if they were already damped> and the

wave vector dependence of this damping changes according to the regime. Nevertheless, the

main effect of the pseudospin ordering is the appearance, in addition to the normal phonon

resonance, either of soft modes
on some part of the acoustic phonon branch or of a central
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peak. This was briefly discussed by Rowe et al. [13], in another context, and making use of a

partly dif§erent model.

As we shall see in section 5, our experiments have revealed both types of behaviour. At

zero pressure, we
shall be in case a> for some of the considered wave vectors, both because

qo =
0 and because T is relatively short. Conversely, at 5 kbar, qo is finite, and T has, at each

temperature, a larger value than for P
=

0. All our experiments will thus be characteristic

either of case b>, or of an intermediate case more reminiscent of case b> than of case a>.

3. A model for the pseudospill interaction energy.

A very important feature of the AH OD structure is the quite short value of the lattice parameter

c with respect to both a and b. For instance, at room temperature, we have found, at zero

Pre"~~~

~~ 3 1 b
=

11.3 1
C "

6.9 ~i

values quite similar to those obtained by Kfippers [2] for AHO. Let us assume that the in-

teraction between two ND( pseudospins
can be monitored by the relative distance between

their N atoms and, for the sake of simplicity<~>, that c <see Eq. <4» is equal to zero. Then the

four distances +
,

+
,

+ and (cl turn out to be approximately the same. They

C

~~~~~~~~
~~~~~T"

", ',,
j

'~~~~~ ~~~i~~"~'~~,

l '

,~

, l
'

,

/ ~(~ ~
~'~ @ £ -'~

,

~~
'

~l -------~-~
j ',,"~- -----~----------_~2~

Q ~~~

Fig. 1. The four types of interactions. Only the interaction between pseudospin (1) and: pseu-

dospin <2) diJfering by
~w

~~~, (A type); pseudospin (3) diJfering by
~w

~~~, (B type); pseu-
2 2

dospin (4).diJfering by
~w

~~~,
<C type); psendospin (1) diJfering by c, <K type)

are shown here,
2

while, in the actual calculation, all the + and signs, their possible non equivalence, and all the

interactions generated by the space group operations have been taken into account.

(~) This approximation has not been made in actually computing Jd(q).
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represent respectively the distalices between one given pseudospin and

its four nearest neighbours (see Fig. I) located in the plane perpendicular to c
with the

same value for z;

its four nearest neighbours, in each ofthe two planes, with
z

dif§ering by +~;
its nearest neighbour, in each of the two planes, with z differing by ~c.

~

l'urthermore, these distances are clearly smaller than any other N-N distance between dis-

ordered ND( ions.

A lengthy but straightforward calculation shows that, when limiting the interactions ofone

pseudospin to the different pseudospins enumerated above, for q parallel to the <010> plane, one

gets, using equations <5> and <7> to transform the pseudospin interaction energy into Fourier

space variables:

Jd<q~
=

-A cos X B cos Z + C cos X cos Z K
cos 22 <18)

with:
~ ~

X
= q-j Z

= q.j. <19)

In this expression:
A is the sum of the interaction constants between one pseudospin and its four nearest neigh-

bours which belong to the plane with the same value of
z.

(Interaction between pseudospins
<I) and <2) or pseudospins <3> and <4»;

B is the sum of the interaction constants between
one

pseudospin and its four nearest

neighbours which
are

in the same mirror plane and in planes differing by +~ <pseudospins <I>

and <3) or pseudospins <2) and (4));
~

C is the same sum for the four pseudospins which belong to different mirror planes, with z

differing by +~ <pseudospins <I) and (4) or pseudospins <2) and <3));
2

Finally,
~

is the interaction constant between one pseudospin and its nearest neighbour
4

with
z

diRering by c or -c.

Let us
briefly comment on equation <18) and its physical meaning. First, for P

=
0 kbar,

the phase transition is ferroelastic, which means that the maximum of Jd<q) lakes place at

q =
0. This implies that:

C A > 0; C B > 4K > 0. <20)

Conversely, for P > Pc, the phase transition takes place for q = qo where qo is parallel to

c*. This is possible only if:

C A > 0; 4K > C B > 0. <21)

Secondly, for q parallel to a*, Z
=

0 so
that the dispersion of Jd(q) is only related to C A.

Sinfilarly, for q parallel to c*, Jd<q) reduces to:

Jd<n)
=

-C + <C A) + <C B)
cos z K cos 2z q II c* (22)

This means that the four effective coefficients of the theory are C A, which describes the

dispersion along a*, C, and finally C B and K which describe the dispersion along c*. It

is the competition between the values of these two last parameters which will decide for a

ferroelastic or an incommensurate low temperature phase <cf. Eq. <22)).
The preceeding results have an

obvious meaning. lvhat has been developed in this section

is an ANNNI model [14] with competing interactions between the nearest and the next nearest
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planes: the nearest plane interaction is of the "ferro" type <C B > 0> and the next nearest

interaction of the "antiferro" type <-K < 0>. One expects that pressure influences the ratio

<C B> /4 K, which is not unlikely because the lattice is rather soft along the
c

axis <Cm ICI1
°~

0.35, Cm /Cz2
~

0.20 [10]>. The experimental evidence that the incommensurate phase exists

only above a critical pressure Pc implies that this ratio decreases with increasing pressure. Due

to the coupling with the TA phonon, the dynamics
we are

going to probe, in the following, will

be that of
a

compressible ANNNI model.

In equation <18>, the four interaction constants A, B, C and K have been introduced

on a
phenomenological basis. They represent, in fhct, physical efLects which have, at least,

two different origins. First, each disordered ND( ion is in a general lattice position for all

orientations, and thus has no reason to fully keep its tetrahedral symmetry. Indeed,
a

small

dielectric signal related to the ND( reorientation dynanfics has been detected by Albers et al.

[15], <see Sect. 6> which indicates that each pseudospin orientation is related to a weak dipole
moment. This results in

a direct interaction between the pseudospins. A second and
no

less

important origin is related to a direct interaction <Van der Waals, H bonding...> between a

ND( ion and the neighbour oxalate ions. Elinfinating the relative motion between these two

types of ions leads to an efsective interaction between pseudospins which is unfortunately very

difficult to estimate.

4. Experiments.

4. I DATA COLLECTION. Inelastic neutron scattering experiments
were

performed at the

ORPHEE Reactor <L.L.B., Saclay> with the triple
axes spectrometer 4Fl located

on a cold

source. The sample was mounted either in a closed cycle displex cryostat or in
a

high pressure
cell, for measurements at atmospheric pressure and at 5 kbar respectively. Data were taken as

a
function of temperature with

a 0.I K stability. Constant k;
=

1.55 Jl~~
scans allowed us to

measure phonons in neutron energy gain with
a flat analyser.

Both monochromator <vertically bent> and analyser were of pyrolytic graphite <PG<002)>.
A beryllium filter

was
used

on incident k; to avoid second order contamination. Horizontal

collimations on incoming and outcoming neutrons were such that, for most of the data, the

energy resolution was ci 0.04 THz. (The mosiic spread of the sample was
approximately of 24'>.

In order to measure the dispersion curves of the transverse acoustic modes which correspond
(for q - 0> to the C55 elastic constant, the sample was oriented with a scattering plane defined

by a* and c*. At atmospheric pressure, we also performed one measurement in the <100>
scattering plane. This allowed

us to study the transverse acoustic mode which propagates
along c* and is polarized along b, a mode uncoupled to all the spin variables.

4.2 SPECTRAL PROFILE ANALYSIS. Each spectral profile was analysed with the help of

programs existing at the L.L.B. They are able to descTibe a profile
as a sum of damped

oscillators and of Lorentzian curves centered around a given frequency. As
a consequence

of the analysis performed in section 2, the spectrum was
considered to be the sum of three

separate terms:

a) The dynamical response of
a

damped oscillator: as usual, thin function was
described by:

Sph<QIW> =
<i + n<W»Im

~~
~~,

/jf(~~,
~~ <23>

where hQ
=

h<kf ki> and hw are
respectively the momentum and energy transfer of the

scattering process, n(w> the Bose-Einstein factor, which, in most of the energy range, can be
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approximated by ~~, F(Q> is the static structure factor, w(~(Q> the (temperature dependent)
w

phonon frequency and rph<Q) its damping parameter, equal to its FWHM for underdamped
phonons.

b) A Lorentzian central peak representing the spin reorientation dynanfics for some temper-
ature and frequency range. This peak is expressed as

SL<Q,W> = <I + n<W»
)(() Im

/y~~
~, <24>

where rL<Q~ is the HWHM of this central peak and IL<Q~ its intensity at

W =
0.

c> A b<w) peak, which takes into account the incoherent elastic scattering processes. This

mechanism is always present in the experiments and should be essentially temperature inde-

pendent.
All our data were systematically fitted, taking into account resolution effects. This

was

achieved by computing the total response function (sum of the three terms listed above)
con-

voluted with the resolution of the spectrometer. Least square refinements of the
raw

data

provided, for each temperature and wave vector, IL, rLi wphi rphi F(Q>,
as well as the Dirac

peak intensity and
we

verified that, for each q, the latter did not depend
on temperature, as

expected. Let us finally note that even though we used
a

good energy resolution, we could not

avoid, for very small momentum transfer, contamination effects arising from the nearby Bragg
peak.

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

4. 3. I Atmospheric pressure results. The mode which propagates along c* and is polarized
along b is not coupled to the pseudospin variables. It was

thus expected to be temperature
insensitive, and to have a narrow linewidth at any temperature. This last point is well

exam-

plified in figure 2 which shows the corresponding data at 166 K for q =
0.2 c* and q =

0.3

c*. The line width of the phonon is indeed quite narrow <e.g. 0.044 + 0.005 THz at q =
0.2 c*

~°.181 ~".
In the <010> scattering plane, the two purely transverse acoustic modes propagating along

c* and a* have been observed near the <400) and the (002) Bragg reflections, respectively.
The two branches have been obtained at different temperatures in the range 300 K 166 K.

The results demonstrate that they have the
same

behaviour. In figure 3, we
show

some
data

relative to the mode which propagates along c* at q =
0.I c* (0.09 Jl~~). The phonon is

clearly seen to soften when the temperature decreases from 252 K to 172 K and it becomes

overdamped near the phase transition. <r
=

0.43 + 0.04 THz at 172 K). The central part of

the scan <w =
0) is the elastic incoherent response of the crystal. The full line indicates the

result of a least square fit following the procedure explained above, and does not contain any

Lorentzian contribution.

This softening is further examplified in figure 4 where are
represented

as a
function of

temperature, the square of the phonon frequencies for approximately equal values of q along

c* and a* for the two cases: q =
0.05 c*, and 0.I a* (q ~w

0.05 Jl
~) and q =

0.I c* and 0.2 a*

(q ~w
0.I l~~)
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T=166 K

j iii k; z
2.662 k~

c~
0,6,-.[

]
E '

I

-i.i -o.I i i-I i-i i-I

Energy Hz

Fig. 2. Neutron scans at P
=

0 kbar and T
=

166 K for q =
0.2 c* and q =

0.3 c* in the (100)
plane, exhibiting the naTTow TA phonons polarized along b.

Atmospheric pressure

k;
=

1.3 k~

II, 0,.I)
252 K

Ej
200 K

-i.I -o.i -i.i i-i
Energy IT Hzl

Fig. 3. NeutTon scans at P
=

0 kbaT and q =
0.1 c* at vaTious tempeTatuTes foT a scatteTing vectoT

in the <010) plane, exhibiting bToad TA phonons polarised along a. The full line is the convolution of

the instrumental Tesolution function with
a

damped oscillatoT plus a &(w =
0) incoheTent elastic peak.

4.3. 2 5 khan results. High pressure was generated in an aluminium alloy cell with helium

as pressure medium. Pressure is determined with a precision of + 10 bar. As at atmospheric

pressure, the measurements were performed on the purely transverse acoustic branches of the

<010) plane as a function of temperature, limiting here the range from 200 K to 138 K which is

the phase I-III transition temperature. Many data were collected in the vicinity of q =
0.17 c*

where the satellite will eventually appear below Tc, in order to analyse properly the dynamics
of the transition.

Figure 5 displays the data for q =
0.I c*. At this pressure, the fitted results demonstrate that

the phonon frequency remains temperature independent <wph t 0.27 THz) while its damping
slightly increases with decreasing temperature. At the same time,

a
central response is shown
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Fig. 4. SquaTe of the phonon frequencies at P
=

0 kbaT for q =
0.05 c* and 0.1 a* (left

q =
0.1 c* and 0.2 a* (right scale), versus temperatuTe. Note the downwards curvature of tl

curves.

to develop with decreasing temperature. Its profile has been fitted by
a

Lorentzian fur

the half width at half maximum of which decreases while its intensity increases. These
i

may be compared to those of figure 3: in particular, one sees
that, IS K above the transiti

atmospheric pressure, the mode has softened to 0.16 THz <T ci 182 K> and the
w =

0 res

is only the b elastic incoherent response; conversely, at 5 kbar and 143 K, I-e- 5 K only
the transition, the mode frequency is still 0.27 THz but the

w =
0 part of the

scan has no

a
b profile.

5 kbar

k;=1.55k~
11,0,.I)

f
~ 198K

mI
164K

/~

1<3K

13 8 K

-i I -i,i -i,I -i,i o-i

Energy THz1

Fig. 5. Same as in figure 3 at P
=

5 kbar. A Lorentzian central peak has been added to the in

herent peak and the damped oscillator before convolution with the instrumental resolution functio
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5. Discussion.

5, I QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION. Let us first proceed to a semi qualitative discussion of the

experimental results by comparing the parameters obtained for the damped oscillator and for

the central peak to the predictions of the model analysed in section 2, first at zero pressure,
then at 5 kbar.

5. I. I Zero pressure results. As mentioned at the end of section 2, at zero pressure where

the phase transition takes place at the Brillouin zone center, one expects that for low q values,
the TA phonons both for q II c*,

u
II

a
and for q II a*, u

II c, will show typical soft mode

behaviours: the phonon frequency decreases markedly when T decreases towards the critical

temperature Tc and no central peak is detectable while, at each temperature, the phonon
FWHM, increases

as q2.
The first two results are clearly demontrated by figures 3 and 4, and the straight fines of

figure 4 show that the squares of the phonon frequencies do not follow, in the whole temperature

range, a <T Tc,> law; this is in agreement with equation <15>, in which the first term of the

r-h-s- has
an

hyperbolic dependence
on temperature.

We have plotted in figure 6, /$, the square root of the FWHM of the phonons for various

values of q II c* at T
=

242 K, 198 K and 180 K. As expected from equation <15>, for small

values of q,
/@ is linear in q, the full curve having a downwards curvature, indicating that

the vnqT « I condition is less and less fulfilled with increasing q. l'urthermore,
as T is expected

to increase with decreasing temperature, this condition should be limited to shorter values of

q when the temperature decreases.

P=0kbar

Q
* o

(
g

~ ~

j W

X T=180K
X % T=198K

% ~ ~~~~~~

o

O-O 0.05 o-I O.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 O.35 O.4

[ql

Fig. 6. rph~q)
versus q (in (c*( unit) for q II c* and P

=
0 kbar at T

=
242 K, 198 K and 180 K.
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This last effect is also apparent in figure 6: the domain of validity of the law @@
~w q is

practically limited to q £ 0.I c* at T
=

180 K while it extends, at least, up to q =
0.2 c* at

T
=

242 K.

5.1.2 5 kbar results. The shape of the response function is quite different from the zero

pressure case, as was
already apparent when comparing figures 3 and 5: at 5 kbar, no softening

of the damped oscillator can be detected in the neutron data fit in the vicinity of qo =
0.17 c*,

where the incommensurate satellite will eventually appear below Tc; conversely, at each wave

vector, a central <w = 0> peak develops with decreasing temperature.
These two results clearly appear in figures 7 and 9. A plot of the damped oscillator frequency,

wph, versus T is shown in figure 7 for q =
0.15 c*, 0.17 c* and 0.20 c* respectively. In each

case, this frequency is essentially constant within experimental uncertainty, exllibiting in fact

a
small frequency increase with decreasing temperature which is beyond the approximations

considered in this paper. The <w = 0> intensity of the central peak, IL is reported, for the same

values of q, in figure 9a while the corresponding HWHMS of this Lorentzian peak are shown

in figure 9b: as expected, the central peak intensity increases with decreasing temperature,
tending to diverge for q = qn and T

=
Tc, while its linewidth decreases, and tends to zero in

the same limit, in agreement with equation <17>.

P=skbar

x ~
~ x

0~

~

QO.
' ~

ii6

~
~

£ @
ii6

~

W
o q=.i?
« q=.15

130 140 150 160 170 l8O 190 200

lKj

Fig. 7. wph<q) versus T at P
=

5 kbaT for q =
0. IS c*, 0.17 c* and 0.20 c*.

The model analysed in section 2 also predicts the damped phonon linewidth to be, at each

temperature, wave vector independent in the vnqT » I regime <Eq. <16b», and this result

should be more valid, the larger the q. Figure 8 on which rph is plotted versus q for T
=

198 K,
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152 K and T
=

138 K, is, from this point of view, rather disappointing. It shows both a large
scattering of the results <see, e.g., the two low temperature values> and

no
real tendency to

saturation for large q, even if one is very far from the r
~w

q~ regime of the P
=

0 kbar results,
and if the damped oscillator linewidths are, as anticipated, much larger at P

=
5 kbar than at

0 kbar for each value of q and T.

P=skbar

A
A

A

p0.
x ~fi
b d£

@ 2h °

o

o

~'~ * ~6 °

lt ~
O

T=15ZK
% T=198K

O-O O.05 O-I O,15 O~ 0.25 O.3 O.35 O.4

[ql

Fig. 8. rph(q)
versus q at P

=
5 kbar for T

=
198 K, 152 K and 138 K.

>

5.2 GLOBAL FIT OF THE DATA. The previous results show that the parameters obtained

by the fitting procedure of section 4 qualitatively behave
as

predicted by the model in section 2,
indicating the validity of the pseudospin acoustic phonon coupling hypothesis. Nevertheless

our fitting procedure has treated each temperature and each wave vector independently. Due

to the weak intensity of many spectra, this technique introduces large statistical errors: for

instance, in figure 9, the intensity of the central peak at 138 K is higher at q =
0.15 c* than

at q =
0.17 c*, contrary to what is expected. This prevents those parameters to be farther

analysed with the help of the various expressions derived in that section. In order to test more

carefully the validity of our model, we have, in a
second step, proceeded to a global fit of all

the data pertinent to a given pressure. Considering that the spectral profiles, as obtained in

section 4, represent a first approximation of the global phonon response function (Eq. (14)),

we have looked for the values of vo, d, Td(q) and r(T) which give an overall best fit to the

spectral profiles collected at different wave vectors and temperatures for a given pressure. Due

to equations (1), (13) and (18), this yields at 0 kbar, seven independent parameters: To and
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lG which define r(T), A, B, C and K which characterize Td(q) and, finally, vo, the sound

velocity. At S kbar, the number of independent parameters reduces to six, as A, B and K are

coupled through

C B
=

4K cos qo.
~ (25)
2

while qo =
0.17 c* is experimentally determined.

The global fits have been performed using all the spectra collected at a
given pressure. In

both cases, these spectra correspond to q along a* and c*, sampling more closely the vicinity
of qo (= 0 at 0 kbar

or
0.17 c* at S kbar). 39 spectra were used at both pressures with

temperatures ranging from 295 K to 163 K at 0 kbar, and from lfl8 K to 136 K at kbar.

The seven parameters resulting from these global fits are given in table I for both pressures.
Our results are also graphically displayed in figure 10 which represents Td(q) for q II a* and

q II c* at 0 kbar (Fig. 10a) and S kbar (Fig. 10b) while the residence time, r, is plotted versus

T for those two pressures in figure II. Let
us comment on the values of these parameters.

Table I. Values of the paranJeters entering into the acoustic response function at P
=

0 kbar

and S kbar. To bin pas, (, A, B, C and K are
in Kelvin, ~° is in THz, where vo is a sound

velocity, and
c is the lattice paranJeter in the

c
direction.

~

0 kbar 5 kbar

To 0.05 ~ 0.02 0.035 ~ 0.012

( 302~83 398~51

A 39
I

20 53 ~ 20

B -(0 ~ 20 -90 ~ 30

C 67 ~ 20 68 ~ 22

K 24 ~13 46 ~ 8

~ 3.1 3A

For zero pressure, Td(q
"

0) is reasonably close to its hydrogenated value (Td(q
"

0)
=

40 K)
[5]; similarly, the barrier energy l~ is 302 K for AHOD instead of 320 K for AHO, tnd the

individual residence time, r, measured at 250 K is 0.17 pcs in AHOD instead of 0.15 pcs in

AHO. The values relative to the NH(
or

ND( reorientations
are

thus cqmparable for AHOD

and AHO at zero pressure, which is already
a

satisfactory result as the techniques used here

and in [5] are quite different.

Another important test of
our

model consists in comparing the 0 kbar and 5 kbar values of

the different parameters. They turn out to be, as expected, in agreement. The speed of sound,
do, differs by less than 10 percent between these two pressures, and the different parameters
describing the various interactions between the pseudospins

are
only moderately affected by

the application of pressure. Furthemore, for both pressures, there is clear dependence of Td(q)

on q for q II a*. Nevertheless,
as is apparent in figures 10a and b, these small changes, and in

particular the larger increase of K with respect to C B,
are

sufficient to shift the maximum of

Td(q) from q =
0 at zero pressure to q =

0. Ii c* at 5 kbar. This does not affect substantially
the value of the maximum of Td(q) the 5 kbar pressure is too close to the critical pressure Pc

to make an
important change on the maximum value of the interaction constant.
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Fig. 9. IL(q) (a) and rL(q) (b)
versus

T at P
=

5 kbar.
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P=0kbar

O-O O.05 O-I O.15 O.2 O.25 O.3 O.35 O.4

[q] a)

P=skbar

O-O 0.05 O-I O.15 O.2 O.25 O.3 0.35 O.4

iqi b)

Fig. 10. Td(q) at P
=

0 kbar (a) and 5 kbar (b) for q II c* and q II a* in units (c*( or (a*

respectively.
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Another important aspect, is the increase of both To and l~ with pressure. As expected, it

reduces very much the T q domain in which, for the TA phonon, wphr < I. For instance,
for q =

0.I c*, while this condition is always fulfilled at zero pressure, it is only fulfilled, at

5 kbar, above 180 K, and it is never the case, at this pressure, for q =
0. Ii c*. This explains

the large difference appearing, for instance, between the spectra shown in figures 3 and 5.

Let us finally note that the analysis which we performed has been based
on

extremely
severe

conditions: for instance,
a

linear dispersion relation for all the acoustic phonons considered here

may be an over simplification, as well as
the total independence of the corresponding speed

of sound on temperature. The quality of the global fits could have been largely improved by
taking such effects into account, as

well as
by adding an intrinsic acoustic phonon linewidth

due to the orientational disorder existing in AHOD. As the major objective of this paper was

to test the effect of applying pressure on the coupled phonon-pseudospin statics and dynamics,

we
have decided to stick to the minimum of meaningful parameters, the various uncertainties

coming from their increased number making more hazardous any quantitative discussion.
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11.

6. ummary. Concluding Remarks.

In the present paper, we

erformed
on AHOD, at zero pressure and at 5 kbar, in the high
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This experiment was designed to test the validity of a
model for the series of phase transitions

which take place in this crystal. This model explains these transitions
as

the result of
a

linear

coupling between one specific linear combination of the pseudospin variables describing the

orientational disorder of some
ND( ions on the one hand and a transverse acoustic phonon on

the other hand. This phonon either propagates along c* and is polarized along a, for P > Pc,

or
is its q -

0 limit, I-e- the e5 deformation, for P < Pc.

We have shown that this model correctly explains the data collected in our experiments
both above Pc (5 kbar experiments) and at zero pressure. The static change from a zone

center transition to a
normal-incommensurate transition has been described as the result of

an

ANNNI model I.e, a competition between nearest neighbouring planes of ND( with ferro-type
pseudospin interactions and an antiferro-type of interaction between second nearest planes. A

weak evolution of these interactions with pressure is sufficient to change the transition from
a

ferroelastic to an
incommensurate one.

As for the dynamics of the transition, it is governed by the individual pseudospin reorien-

tation motions. As could be anticipated from steric hindrance considerations, the application
of pressure increases the residence time of the individual ND( ions at the bottom of their

orientational well. Consequently, the dynamics changes from
a

soft mode behaviour at zero

pressure to a hard mode plus a
dynamical central peak description at 5 kbar, the acoustic

phonon frequency being hardly affected by the approach of the phase transition. The only
effect on the TA phonons is, in this case, an increase of their linewidths, due to the linear

coupling to the pseudospin dynamics.
Recently, Poon [16] proposed a somewhat different mechanism to describe the series of phase

transitions which take place in AHO or AHOD, based on an
original idea of Heine and Mc

Connell [17-18]. Noting, from dielectric measurements performed by Albers and Kippers [15]

on AHO, that the ~~ component of its dielectric tensor, e~z(T), exhibits above Tc, at zero

pressure, a
Curie-Weiss behaviour with

a
Curie temperature of approximately -20 K, Poon

concluded to the existence of a "mode" with B3u symmetry, which would freeze by itself at

such a temperature. He also noted that, along c*, both B2g and B3u representations give rise

to the same r4 representation. Following the ideas of [18], the B2g '~mode" which actually
freezes at 0 kbar, and the B3u mode are 90° out of phase and couple, along c*, through

a

coefficient the leading term of which is proportional to q. Those modes could be the set of two

deformations which realize a compromise of the free energy when an incommensurate phase is

formed [18]. Poon proposed that, among these two soft modes, the frequency of the B3u mode

would decrease with increasing pressure, while the B2g mode would not depend on pressure.

He showed that, within such a
model, the application of pressure would lead to a

normal-

incommensurate phase transition with a vector qo parallel to c* above a critical pressure. The

present results, though they do not rule out some aspects of Poon's mechanism,
are not in

favour of most of the points made in [16].
Let us

first note that Albers and Kippers measurements agree with the model developed
here:

as was already shown in [5], the four pseudospins contained in the high temperature unit

cell generate, at q =
0, four variables belonging to four different irreducible representations.

One is in the B2g repreientation, which dynamics has been studied in [5] and in this paper; a

second is in the B3u representation and is responsible for the results reported in [15]; a
third

is in the Big representation, active in Raman spectroscopy and its dynamics was also detected

in [5], while the last, Au representation is silent in all these techniques. Each of these variables

has its own freezing temperature, in agreement with [16], though their dynamics are diffusive,
and not propagative as

suggested by Poon.

Nevertheless, as can be inferred from section 3, the interactions between these modes at any

point in the Brillouin zone have the same origin
as

the q dependence of Jd(q)> namely the
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individual pseudospin interactions. Each of them varies with pressure, as we have seen in the

present study, and
one cannot assume that the pseudospin variable originated from the B3u

representation is more pressure sensitive than any other.

One may also analyse, within the interaction model developed in section 3, what would

be the effect of taking into account Poon's type of coupling. In the language of section 2,
«a(q) is the variable which transforms as B3u at q =

0, and the calculation which leads to

equation (18) can
be extended to include in the pseudospin free energy «d(q), «a(q) and their

linear coupling. If, following [16], one eliminates, in an adiabatic approximation, the «a(q)
variable, and considers that the «a(q) freezing temperature is well below the temperatures
used in the present experiments, (an approximation which agrees with the numerical values of

Tab. II)
one ends up (cf. Annex A) with an

additional term in Jd(q) which reads:

~12 ~12
sin~Z

e -(I
cos

22) (26)
kBT 2kBT

where B' is an interaction constant similar to B but related to a
difference of energy between

pseudospins. The mechanism considered by Poon gives thus,
as

could be anticipated, a contri-

bution analogous to that given by the interaction between the pseudospins separated by ~c,
the only difference being its additionnal weak temperature variation. But no term propor-
tional to cos Z, andlor to cos X, can be obtained from such

a
mechanism, and such terms are

necessary to produce the maximum along c*, and the dispersion along a*. Our experiments
cannot rule out a term like equation (26), which is at variance with (or in addition to) the

mechanism represented by the interaction constant K, though the coefficient B', which is
a

difference of interaction energies, is presumably smaller than the coefficient K which is
a sum

of such interaction energies.
Let us finally remark that, in the present paper, no attempt has been made to look at

the dynamics of the system in the incommensurate phase. Some of us have recently studied

it, in AHOD, by Raman spectroscopy [18]. This gives information only for the q = o wave

vectors but generates spectral profiles of much better accuracy, and also allows one to study
the pseudospin dynamics related to the q = o, Big mode. The results of both techniques are

in good agreement, and the trends found in this study when passing from zero to five kbars

have also been confirmed.
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Appendix.

In the interaction energy model described in section 3, there exist two types ofenergy terms.

The first
one contains the interactions between pseudospins separated, either by ~c, or by

ci
(~) ~ ))

: in both cases, the interaction between one
ND( and each of its neighbours can

be deduced from
one

of them by space group operations. One
can

verify that, in such a case,
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the interaction energy diagonalizes, whatever is q, into the four variables «a(q), «b(q), «c(q)
and «d(q) given by equation (7).

The second type is related to the interactions between one pseudospin and its neighbours

contained in planes difering by ci ~
~. There, the space group operations do not transform one2

pair of pseudospins (e.g. separated by
~w

~ ~ ~
into the four pairs separated by

~w

~~
~

~

,2 2 2

but only into two of them, and the same is true for the pairs separated by
~w

~~
~

2
For general values of q, the interaction energy does not diagonalize any longer

nt~

the

~r

pseudospin variables.

When one restricts q to the (010) plane, the only coupling which remains between the

pseudospin variables is related to the non equivalence between the interaction energies of two

pseudospins separated by ci

~ ~ ~ and ci

~ ~
Let us

call 28' the difference between the two
2 2

interaction constants (while 28 is their sum). Group theory easily shows that, in this (010)
plane, «d(q) couples only to «a(q) and «b(q) to «c(q). If one restricts the free energy to the

two first variables, one finds after an easy but lengthy calculation:

Fps
"

11 1(kBT Jd(q))'d(ql'd(-q)

+ (k/T Ja(q)) 'a(ql'a(-q)
~~'~~

(Jad(ql'a(ql'd(-q) + C.C.)1

where Jd(q) is given by equations (18) and (19),

Ja(q)
=

A cos X + B cos Z + C cos X cos Z K cos 22, (A.2)

Jad(q)
=

iB'sin Z, (A.3)

A, B, C and K being defined below equation (19).
Equation (A.3) shows that the coupling between «a(q) and «d(q) disappears for q II a* in

agreement with the fact that the two variables belong respectively to the ri and r3 represen-
tations in this case.

In the adiabatic approximation considered by Poon, one writes:

~

j[
=o (A.4)

which gives a linear relation between «d(q) and «a(q). Neglecting (Ja(q)( with respect to kBT,
and eliminating «a(q) through equation (AA), equation (A.I) simplifies into

~~
2 ~i ~~~ ~~~~~

kBT
~~~~~~~~ ~~' ~~'~~
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Revue de livres

Three hundred years of gravitation

S. W. HAWKING eI W. ISRAEL Eds.

(Cambridge University Press, 1987) 684 p., £ 45.00, $ 69.50.

L'ann£e 1987 a vu la commdmoration du tricentenaire de la parution des
«

Principes mathdmatiques
de la Philosophie Naturelle

»
d'lsaac Newton, en latin dvidemment. II £tait donc judicieux de rdunir en

un volume de borne taille des essais mdlant l'histoire h la recherche contemporaine qui pour de

nombreuses raisons discutdes par diffdrents auteurs a remis I'£tude de la gravitation au premier
plan. Lecteur de borne volontd mais nullement averti j'avoue, aprbs avoir feuillet£ h de nombreuses

reprises les quelques sept cents pages, Eke en difficultd pour en donner un compte rendu honnEte tart la

matibre est dense et fiche. Cependant nut ne peut ignorer ce sujet majeur et je suis s0r que quiconque
ouvrira le livre trouvera matibre h apprendre et h r6fldchir. II convient mEme bridvement d'dnum£rer les

tEtes de chapitres- chacun £ctit par une autoritd incontestable. Sons leur rendre la justice qu'il
conviendrait, parcourons la table des matibres.

L'ouvrage s'ouvre par une introduction historique de Hawking, un essai sur la «philosophie
naturelle

»
de Weinberg, et une Etude de Penrose sur la thdorie corpusculaire de la lumibre de Newton

qui se poursuit par des spdculations sur la m£canique quantique, l'objectivitd et la relativitd gdndrale.
Les articles de Cook et Will sur les aspects expdrimentaux sont passionnants en ce qu'ils r£vblent

combien it est difficile, encore aujourd'hui, de mettre h l'dpreuve la relativit£ einsteinienne mais aussi

bien les hypothbses fondarnentales de la gravitd newtonienne et j'avoue avoir ddcouvert avec surprise

que la constante de la gravitation n'est connue qu'avec une pr£cision relative de 10-4. T. Damour

consacre un long essai aux trbs difficiles problbmes qui se posent pour mettre en muvre des calculs en

gravitation et en relativitd gdndrale tandis que W. Israel donne un exposd historique ddtailld sur la

matibre noire et l'dvolution des iddes sun la topologie et la physique des trous noirs dent Blanford ddcrit

les aspects expdrimentaux. K. Theme prdsente un panorama des essais infructueux h ce jour de

mettre en Evidence le rayonnement gravitationnel. La formation des galaxies est un sujet majeur en

cosmologie discutde par Rees. La demi~re sdrie d'articles est plus sp£culative, qu'il s'agisse du role

possible des
«

cordes cosmologiques
»

(Vilmkin), du modme d'inflation cosmologique (Blau et Guth,

Linde), de la cosmologie quantique (Hawking) au de la th£orie des supercordes comme mod61e unifi£

des interactions (Schwarz). Le demier article, plus technique, de Crnkovic et Witten discute de la

quantification en th£orie de jauge et en relativit£ gdndrale.
Apr~s un tel menu on se persuade sons peine de l'ampleur du sujet dent la collection d'essais donne

ce me semble un excellent panorama, et qui pourra servir de guide h qui ddsire approfondir l'un des

multiples aspects. D'abondantes bibliographiques qui concluent chacun des chapitres seront trds

certainement tr~s utiles En revanche, I'absence d'index gdndral est regrettable. Dons Ie genre des

ouvrages qui rdunissent des auteurs vari£s, celui-ci pardt tr~s rdussi, sons compter qu'il rend pleinement
hommage h l'un des plus grands physiciens, expdrimentateur, th£oricien et mEme math£maticien de

gdnie.
En refermant le livre, on comprend pourquoi l'6difice dent Newton a posd les fondations suscite

toujours un intdrEt majeur et combien it reste h fake pour que la gravitation universelle s'accommode

avec la gdomdtrie de notre univers, des £chelles les plus grandes, quelques milliards d'anndes lumibres,

aux plus courtes, cette myst6rieuse longueur de Planck de quelques 10-33
cm. Recommandons sons

h£siter des
«

trois cents arts de gravitation
» aux chercheurs, astrophysiciens et physiciens, aux £tudiants

et mEme au public averti Ie plus large.

C. iTZYKSQN (Saclay).
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Schrbdinger Centenary celebration of a polymath

par C. W. KILMISTER, Ed.

(CambRdge University Press, 1987) 251p., £12.50, S 22.95.

La personnalitd de Schr6dinger, nd h Vienne en 1887 et mart h Alpbach dans le Tyrol en 1961, et la

marque qu'il a laissde sur la physique du 20~ sibcle justifiaient amplement la cdl£bration d'un centenaire

dent ce volume pane tdmoignage.
Qui s'intdresse h la personnalitd d'un homme hors du commun et h sa vie mouvementde, lira avec

intdrEt I'introduction de Kilmister, £diteur du recueil, l'expos£ de Flamm sur les influences qu'il a

subies, en particulier celle de Boltzmann, et l'histoire des relations entre Schr6dHger et E. de Valera qui
l'attira en Irlande et crda pour lui le cdlbbre institut de Dublin, dons la description qu'en donne Mccrea.

Une biographie r£cente due h W. Moore et publi£e par la mEme maison prdsente dvidemment une vue

plus approfondie de la cambre d'un scientifique exemplaire.
Le mot anglais

«
polymath

»
qui figure dons le titre et qu'on traduirait par «

esprit encyclop£dique »,

convient bien h Schr6dinger. Ceci est refl6td par la diversitd des contributions.

Le livre s'ouvre par une Etude de Darling sur l'interprdtation de l'dquation de Schr6dinger, dquation
d'onde qui dons l'esprit de son auteur tentait de donner un contenu plus concret aux abstractions de la

m6canique des matrices de Heisenberg, Bom et Jordan. On sait que Schr6dinger comme Einstein

eut ce destin dtonnant d'un cr6ateur qui ne parvint jamais h se r6concilier avec l'interprdtation
probabiliste et Ies discontinuitds qu'introduit I'observation. II n'est donc pas surprenant que l'article

consacrd h ce sujet par J. Bell- h son tour disparu- s'ouvre par une citation caractdristique de

Schrbdinger datant de 1952 et qu'on me permettra de reproduire : «
If we have to go on with these

damned quantum jumps, then I'm sorry that I ever got involved.
»

C. N. Yang nous rappelle le r61e de l'arbitraire de phase des fonctions d'ondes complexes de la

m£canique quantique que Schrbdinger, dans la sdrie de ses six articles mdmorables de 1926, tentait

vainement d'dviter (en considdrant en particulier des situations stationnaires). On sait quel parti Weyl
puis Yang plus tard tirbrent de cet arbitraire qui devait darner naissance h l'invariance de jauge.

Le r61e de l'dquation d'onde en physique atomique et moldculaire, voire en physique des solides, est

capital, qu'il s'agisse de la stabilitd de la mati~re (Thimng), de la dynamique dons un contexte

biomoldculaire (Karplus), des rdactions chimiques (Fukui), de la chimie quantique (Buckigham).
On trouvera d'autres illustrations du ddveloppement de la m£canique quantique dons l'article de

Lewis sur la condensation de Bose (refldtant les intdrEts de Schrbdinger pour la mdcanique statistique),
de Salam qui prdsente un panorama de la physique des particules, de Kibble qui d£ctit le r61e de la

topologie en cosmologie, de Seaton sur les effets quantiques en astronomie, pour arriver h ce qui est

peut-Etre la limite extrEme lorsqu'il s'agit de la
«

fonction d'onde de l'univers
»

(S. Hawkins).
Ceci est l'occasion d'dvoquer des travaux de Schr6dinger qui n'eurent pas le succbs espdr6, comme

ceux sur l'optique non lindaire (J. Mcconnell) au sur les thdories unifides qu'ii poursuivit sans rdsultat

immddiat en parallble avec Einstein (O. Hittmair).
L'une des grandes originalitds de Schr6dinger fut de s'intdresser tr~s tat h la biophysique. Son livre

«
What is Life

» eut une profonde influence- que d6crivent Pauling et Perutz (ce demier un peu
critique) sur une grin£ration enti~re.

De cette rapide description, on retiendra que les actes de ce colloque prdsentent un grand intdrEt pour

mesurer la postdritd d'un des plus grands physiciens du sibcle. Its trouveront naturellement une place sur

le rayon des biblioth6ques consacr6 h l'dvolution des iddes scientifiques et lent lecture est vivement

conseillde h tous les dtudiants, enseignants et chercheurs.

C. ITZYKSQN (Saclay).


